COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT
Proactively manage compliance in the field.
Reduce emissions and ensure accurate reporting.
How long does it take your organization to perform AER audits and report on operations and production?
For many producers, it takes days to gather information from different systems at report time. Compiled data often
has gaps or errors, so corrections get made manually. The report gets done but management lacks confidence
in the data. Companies need to get in front of compliance management, scheduling ESG tasks and tracking data
efficiently so reporting can be automated and accurate.

EZ Ops streamlines tracking and assignment of compliance management tasks
in the field. Ensure accurate reporting and support timely resolution of issues.
With our software, field operations teams can proactively schedule compliance activity, reduce data entry, and pull
reports faster. Operators have more time to prevent issues. With EZ Ops:
Data entry is simplified - EZ Ops integrates with
other systems to reduce data capture effort and keep
reporting accurate.

Emissions and well data is report ready - related
data MSAPR and AER data is combined with relevant
well data and ready for export for reporting.

Data is centralized - all data including from pigging
operations, catadynes and fugitive emissions is in one
platform at ops and management fingertips.

Audit reports are automated - Foremen or
management can automatically pull audit reports.

Simplified proactive scheduling ensures compliance
management and maintenance tasks get done routinely
with efficient effort.

Detect and resolve issues real-time - auto-track
issues and equip the first person on site to share full
information (data and graphics) to resolve issues
quickly.

Reporting is consistent and reliable, with trend data for
operations teams to mine and for management analysis.

During an ABSA audit, It was pretty cool seeing
the completed PRD inspections on EZ Ops.
Everything was time and user stamped which
made it very clear inspections were actually
being done in the field.
BEN // CRYSTAL CLEAR TESTING

Companies can reduce AER emissions reporting from days to hours. Operations
teams regain time to proactively optimize production and manage compliance.
SAVE MONEY & TIME

EVERYONE ON ONE PAGE

• Save operators time for field data tracking

With EZ Ops operations teams have a one-stop shared information
hub to coordinate activities, keep everyone up to speed on task
status. EZ Ops also gives management visibility on any issues
response underway and real-time data access for reporting.

• Cut compliance reporting time from days to hours
• Coordinate, timely resolution of issues

Operators 65%
+ Emission
Inspector for
MSAPR

INCREASE PRODUCTION
• Spot and resolve issues early
• Avoid freezing or shutdown of Cata-dynes
• Give management visibility into issues for rapid,
efficient communication
• Enable data export and integration with other
systems to analyze trends

ENVIRONMENT & SAFETY
• Rapidly detect compliance issues to take
immediate corrective action
• Make on the spot adjustments to reduce emissions
• Report more accurately, giving management and
investors confidence

Foreman 20%

WHY CHOOSE EZ OPS?
Built by operators for operators, EZ Ops provides all the capabilities needed
to operate by exception behind one login. Our software is customizable and
comes in flexible modules.
EZ Ops saves customers up to 15% of OPEX and equips them to achieve
ambitious compliance goals. We’re the right choice for producers that
expect great technology, and responsive smart service. Our team is made
up of former and current operators. Their know-how has helped us earn a
100% adoption track record in the field.

How can we help you?
Assess how our software can support your efficient operations.
info@ezops.ca I 1-877-219-0100
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